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More than just a cancer memoir or a travelogue, The Foremost Good Fortune is a luminous memoir of moving her family from Portland, Maine, to Beijing on the... Whether humorous or serious, these passages are always fresh and engaging. A Maine Passage: Two Memoirs book 1 available editions Allibris. A Maine Passage - Book Search Service - mikhvatshalom.org A Biographical Dictionary of the Living Authors of Great Britain. - Google Books Result 1 Early life; 2 1966 flight; 3 Journalism career; 4 Awards; 5 Bibliography; 6 References. The flight is the subject of Buck's 1997 memoir Flight of Passage. in journalism shortly after graduating from Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. A Maine Passage: Two Memoirs: 0977823202 Woman pens novel to honor late spouse — Archive — BDN Maine.